FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
ACTION ALERT

MARXISTS ARE PRO-SHARIA
It Destroys The Constitution!

6/13/17 – EDWARD C NOONAN, Former 2012 & 2016 Presidential Candidate alert:

INDIANAPOLIS: “The Perfect Man” billboard has Muslim heads exploding because it exposes the truth about Muhammad

barenakedislam.com states the following: “A truth about Islam billboard disparaging the Prophet Muhammad that can be seen from the southbound lanes of I-465 on the east side is drawing concern from local Muslims. Islamic leaders in Indianapolis are challenging those responsible for what they say are offensive and untrue statements to stand by their words, shed their anonymity and explain their motivations. (ALL the statements are true)”

The American Resistance Party declares that Marxist Democrats in America want Sharia Law in America because it helps destroy the U.S. Constitution!
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